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(A) The designation, description, and
classification of hazardous material.

(B) The packing, repacking, handling,
labeling, marking, and placarding of
hazardous materials.

(C) The preparation, execution, and
use of shipping documents related to
hazardous material and requirements
respecting the number, content, and
placement of those documents.

(D) The written notification,
recording, and reporting of the
unintentional release in transportation
of hazardous material.

(E) The design, manufacturing,
fabricating, marking, maintenance,
reconditioning, repairing, or testing of a
package or container represented,
marked, certified, or sold as qualified
for use in transporting hazardous
material.

This final rule preempts State, local,
or Indian tribe requirements concerning
these subjects unless the non-Federal
requirements are ‘‘substantively the
same’’ (see 49 CFR 107.202(d)) as the
Federal requirements. RSPA lacks
discretion in this area, and preparation
of a federalism assessment is not
warranted.

Federal law 49 U.S.C. 5125(b)(2)
provides that if DOT issues a regulation
concerning any of the covered subjects,
DOT must determine and publish in the
Federal Register the effective date of
Federal preemption. The effective date
may not be earlier than the 90th day
following the date of issuance of the
final rule and not later than two years
after the date of issuance. RSPA has
determined that the effective date of
Federal preemption for these
requirements will be December 15,
1999.

C. Executive Order 13084

RSPA believes this change will not
significantly or uniquely affect the
communities of Indian tribal
governments under the principles and
criteria contained in Executive Order
13084 (‘‘Consultation and Coordination
with Indian Tribal Governments’’).
Therefore, the funding and consultation
requirements of this Executive Order
would not apply.

D. Regulatory Flexibility Act

Under the Regulatory Flexibility Act
(5 U.S.C. 601 et seq.), RSPA must
consider whether this interim final rule
would have a significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small
entities. This rule provides limited relief
to certain shippers and carriers of
materials poisonous by inhalation and
will have no significant economic
impacts. I certify that this final rule will
not have a significant economic impact

on a substantial number of small
entities.

E. Paperwork Reduction Act

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1995, no person is required to
respond to a collection of information
unless it displays a valid OMB control
number. This rule does not contain any
new information collection
requirements.

F. Regulation Identifier Number (RIN)

The Department of Transportation
assigns a regulation identifier number
(RIN) to each regulatory action listed in
the Unified Agenda of Federal
Regulations. The Regulatory Information
Service Center publishes the Unified
Agenda in April and October of each
year. You may use the RIN contained in
the heading of this document to cross-
reference this action with the Unified
Agenda.

G. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act

This final rule does not impose
unfunded mandates under the
Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of
1995. It does not result in costs of $100
million or more to either State, local, or
tribal governments, in the aggregate, or
to the private sector, and is the least
burdensome alternative that achieves
the objectives of the rule.

H. Impact on Business Processes and
Computer Systems

Many computers that use two digits to
keep track of dates will, on January 1,
2000, recognize ‘‘double zero’’ not as
2000 but as 1900. This glitch, Year 2000
problem, could cause computers to stop
running or to start generating erroneous
data. The year 2000 problem poses a
threat to the global economy in which
Americans live and work. With the help
of the President’s Council on Year 2000
Conversion, Federal agencies are
reaching out to increase awareness of
the problem and to offer support. RSPA
does not want to impose new
requirements that would mandate
business process changes when the
resources necessary to implement those
requirements would otherwise be
applied to the Year 2000 problem.

This final rule does not contain
business process changes and does not
require modifications to computer
systems for computer generated labels.
The rule does not affect organizations’
ability to respond to the Year 2000
problem and provides some relief to the
international regulated community,
until October 1, 2001, when mandatory
compliance with the new PIH labeling
is required.

List of Subjects in 49 CFR Part 171

Exports, Hazardous materials
transportation, Hazardous waste,
Imports, Reporting and recordkeeping
requirements.

In consideration of the foregoing, 49
CFR part 171 is amended as follows:

PART 171—GENERAL INFORMATION,
REGULATIONS, AND DEFINITIONS

1. The authority citation for part 171
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 5101–5127; 49 CFR
1.53.

§ 171.12a [Amended]
2. In § 171.12a(a), the second sentence

is amended by removing the phrase
‘‘The provisions’’ and adding the phrase
‘‘Except as provided in paragraph
(b)(5)(iv) of this section, the provisions’’
in its place.

3. In § 171.12a(b)(5)(iv), as added at
64 FR 50263, remove the phrase ‘‘the
package may be’’ and add the phrase
‘‘the package may be transported to or
from the U.S. while’’ in its place.

Issued in Washington, DC, on September
17, 1999, under the authority delegated in 49
CFR part 1.
Stephen D. Van Beek,
Deputy Administrator.
[FR Doc. 99–24752 Filed 9–23–99; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4910–60–U

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration

50 CFR Part 679

[Docket No. 990304062–9062–01; I.D.
091799B]

Fisheries of the Exclusive Economic
Zone Off Alaska; Pollock in Statistical
Area 610 of the Gulf of Alaska

AGENCY: National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS), National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
Commerce.
ACTION: Closure.

SUMMARY: NMFS is prohibiting directed
fishing for pollock in Statistical Area
610 of the Gulf of Alaska (GOA). This
action is necessary to prevent exceeding
the 1999 total allowable catch (TAC) in
this area.
DATES: Effective 1200 hrs, Alaska local
time (A.l.t.), September 20, 1999, until
2400 hrs, A.l.t., December 31, 1999.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Thomas Pearson, 907–481–1780 or
tom.pearson@noaa.gov.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: NMFS
manages the groundfish fishery in the
GOA exclusive economic zone
according to the Fishery Management
Plan for Groundfish of the Gulf of
Alaska (FMP) prepared by the North
Pacific Fishery Management Council
under authority of the Magnuson-
Stevens Fishery Conservation and
Management Act. Regulations governing
fishing by U.S. vessels is in accordance
with the FMP appear at subpart H of 50
CFR part 600 and 50 CFR part 679.

The 1999 TAC of pollock in Statistical
Area 610 of the GOA was established by
the Final 1999 Harvest Specifications
for Groundfish (64 FR 12094, March 11,
1999) as 23,120 metric tons (mt),
determined in accordance with
§ 679.20(c)(3)(ii).

In accordance with § 679.20(d)(1)(i),
the Administrator, Alaska Region,

NMFS (Regional Administrator), has
determined that the 1999 TAC for
pollock in Statistical Area 610 will be
reached. Therefore, the Regional
Administrator is establishing a directed
fishing allowance of 23,020 mt, and is
setting aside the remaining 100 mt as
bycatch to support other anticipated
groundfish fisheries. In accordance with
§ 679.20(d)(1)(iii), the Regional
Administrator finds that this directed
fishing allowance has been reached.
Consequently, NMFS is prohibiting
directed fishing for pollock in Statistical
Area 610 of the GOA.

Maximum retainable bycatch amounts
may be found in the regulations at
§ 679.20(e) and (f).

Classification
This action responds to the best

available information recently obtained
from the fishery. It must be

implemented immediately to prevent
overharvesting the 1999 TAC pollock in
Statistical Area 610 of the GOA. A delay
in the effective date is impracticable and
contrary to the public interest. Further
delay would only result in overharvest.
NMFS finds for good cause that the
implementation of this action should
not be delayed for 30 days. Accordingly,
under 5 U.S.C. 553(d), a delay in the
effective date is hereby waived.

This action is required by 50 CFR
679.20 and is exempt from review under
E.O. 12866.

Authority: 16 U.S.C. 1801 et seq.

Dated: September 17, 1999.

Bruce C. Morehead,
Acting Director, Office of Sustainable
Fisheries, National Marine Fisheries Service.
[FR Doc. 99–24877 Filed 9–20–99; 4:50 pm]

BILLING CODE 3510–22–F
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